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Abstract

The Bogeyman is typically thought of as a monster in children’s stories. Yet there is a

liminality between childhood and adulthood by which the monster guides the audience

across those boundaries. I propose the bi-directional model as a way to understand this

narrative movement, characterized by interruption, mirroring, and liminal identity. This

article looks at the children’s book ¡El Cucuy! by Joe Hayes (2001), the short story Der
Sandmann (1817) by ETA Hoffman, and the film Boogeyman (2005) directed by Stephen

Kay to demonstrate the differences between uni-directional and bi-directional narratives.

Using the bi-directional model, we can understand the nuances of the monster that continues

to terrify children well into adulthood.
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Most analyses of the Bogeyman focus either on the parent-child relationship or the

danger of the unknown. This is not surprising, given that human psychology has a bias

towards social and survival information when transmitting urban legends (Stubbersfield

2015). So an oral monster story is most likely to be passed on if it contains one of these two

positions, and we are most likely to read it within that framework. 

On the first position, the Bogeyman is a projection of adult frustrations onto children

and the fear of the cannibalistic child. A dichotomy of parent vs. child is presented as though

such categories were mutually exclusive and in competition. Through the scary story, the

narrator vents frustrations and fears about the parent-child relationship. For example,

Rebecca Johnson (2001) writes:

This bogey captures our social dread not of the child consumed, but of the consuming

child: a monstrous, insatiable cannibal, gorging itself not only on the physical body

of the mother, but also on the economic and emotional resources of both parents

(595). 
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Such an analysis emphasizes the fear of consumption, whether it is the parent eating (killing)

the child or the child eating the parents. The Bogeyman is the focal point through which

society, specifically parents as narrators, voices those fears. 

The second position, beware of the unknown, is often made in relation to the

“modern” bogeyman and involves moral lessons about strangers. Marina Warner ([1998]

2007) notes that the pedophile/child-killer has become associated as the biggest danger to

children post 1980s even though statistically this is not the case (384-385). Adults who were

children during this period may remember the steady stream of public service announcements

warning them of “stranger danger” and not to trust anyone they didn’t know. Such campaigns

followed unsubstantiated claims of Satanic cults stealing children in the eighties, and a public

worry of child killers in the nineties (Campion-Vincent 2015, 96). The Bogeyman story was a

reinforcing narrative that instilled a fear of the unknown and warned children to be wary. In

this case, the unknown male stranger who could potentially be life threatening.  

What is missing from these positions is the agency of the child, and the ambiguity

between childhood and adulthood. As Tadesse Jirata notes (2011), “children have the

capacity to interpret, understand, and express social and cultural realities; to form relevant

and significant perspectives on reality; and to regulate their own environments” when

hearing, telling, and discussing folklore (289). Children are not just passive recipients of

monster stories. They are navigators who negotiate narratives with circumstances, norms,

beliefs, and desires. Furthermore, the line between childhood and adulthood has always been

a negotiation between the material conditions, cultural norms, and ideology of a given

period. 

What I will do in this essay is complicate those assumptions. Ultimately, I claim that

Bogeyman stories are not merely about dangers to the child or social relationships, though

they are that, but are also bi-directional transition stories that guide children into adulthood

and prompt adults, as former children, to revisit childhood and past trauma. Thereby, the

child is made an adult and the adult is rendered a child. Bi-directional stories are thus liminal

stories that blur the boundaries of agent and narrator, child and adult. The monster in these

stories serves as a mediator between these worlds, which are less distinct than we assume.

Additionally, these monster stories have agency built into the narratives through the

protagonist that guide children exercising agency in their own lives and show how they may

do so.   
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I define a transitional story as one that mediates between identities and guides the

audience, via the protagonist, to another state. In our case of the Bogeyman children’s story,

the transition is between childhood and adulthood. Typically, such transitions are

uni-directional and work only way one: from childhood to adulthood. In contrast, the

bi-directional story works both ways in the mediations between childhood and adulthood.

The child is guided to adulthood, and the adult is guided to revisit childhood. 

Three features characterize the bi-directional narrative. First, interruption. There is

something that presents an obstacle for the transition to adulthood that necessitates the adult

returning to childhood. In the case of the monster story, it is the monster. Second, mirroring.

Significant narrative plots or moral lessons can be found in both the transition to adulthood

and the regression to childhood. Third, what I call “liminal identity”: the child is rendered an

adult through “adult experiences” or trauma, while the adult is rendered a child by adopting a

child’s perspective and regressing into childhood memories. 

These features, interruption, mirroring, and liminal identity, distinguish the

bi-directional story from the uni-directional story. In a typical children’s story, a child

encounters a monster, overcomes the monster, and transitions into adulthood. The end. In

contrast, the bi-directional story is a continuation of childhood by which the adult is unable to

make the full transition, is rendered a child, and continues the children’s story until they

either defeat the monster and transition, or are defeated by the monster and never complete

the transition. In order for the story to be complete, the adult must face the monster again

because it was not properly dealt with the first time.

One of the earliest documentations of the Bogeyman comes in the form of Francisco

Goya’s (1799) painting Here Comes the Bogey-Man. In the painting, two children cling to a

woman (presumably their mother) while a tall cloaked figure approaches. The Bogeyman has

its back turned away from the audience and we are left to wonder what lies underneath. The

faces of the other three figures give no clue and tell three distinct stories. The mother has a

look of curiosity, tilting her head slightly in an attempt to peer into the hood. Perhaps she

knows the individual (the father?) or thinks it’s all a game. The smallest child who is closest

to the Bogeyman has a look of sheer terror and is trying to crawl over her mother in order to

get away from the monster. All she can see is a monster coming to take her away towards

some unknown but probably horrible fate. The other, older child hides behind her mother, but

peers around the adult’s shoulder with a look of venomous hostility and rage towards the

obscure figure. Her small face is grotesquely contorted in an almost demonic mask of pure
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hatred. Does she know the attacker? Or is her reaction one of pure survival manifested in

flight? The background is blank and gives no indication of the setting, keeping the figures

central. Noticeably all the “victims” are female, and while there is no indication of the

Bogey-man’s gender in the painting, the title of the artwork gives the audience a clue. This

kind of arc, a formless masculine entity terrorizing children (especially girls), is repeated

throughout re-imaginings of the Bogeyman.

Alternatively spelled Boogeyman, and going by other names such as bugbear and

bogey, the Bogeyman is usually depicted as a featureless, masculine figure embodying

shadow. The figure is a relative newcomer in popular fiction, and began to appear in

European literature in the nineteenth-century. Such tales are in part derived from the German

folklore entity “Der Schwarze Mann” (the Black Man), who was said to hide in trees and
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scare children who walked alone (Jeffries 2017, 63). The earliest usage of the term

“bogeyman” was an alternative name for the devil, and has since developed into any object

of terror and dread (Oxford). The monster is usually a towering male with an aggressive and

malevolent presence, though some modern adaptations have played with the idea of a

“Bogeywoman.”1

The Bogeyman is similar to a ghost in that it can manifest itself at will and in secure

locations, such as a closed closet or under the bed in a locked room. Such manifestations

usually occur at night. However, while a ghost is usually described as transparent or ethereal,

the Bogeyman is characterized by a solid, impenetrable blackness. Furthermore, while a

ghost is the spirit of a deceased person, it is not clear if the Bogeyman is or ever was human.

In the past few decades, modern renditions of the Bogeyman have taken aesthetic

liberties and reinvented the appearance of the monster. While still able to manifest at will in

any location and maintain its masculinity, the outward appearance reflects the tastes of the

creator. For example, in the film The Nightmare Before Christmas written and produced by

Tim Burton (1993), Oogie Bogie is depicted as a monster made of coarse sack cloth filled

with bugs. This interpretation alludes to the Spanish Bogeyman “Sacamantacas,” or “sack

man,” who stuffs children in a sack to be eaten later. In the computer game Slender: The
Eight Pages developed by Parsec Productions (2012), the Bogeyman is depicted as an

unusually tall, slim man in a black suit with a white, featureless face. 

Bogeyman narratives have two consistent plot points. First, children commit an

infraction or fail to act, and are thus “bad children.” Second, the Bogeyman comes to take

them away because they are bad children. What exactly happens after an abduction is

sometimes left a mystery and other times described in gruesome detail. In either case, the

abducted children never return and in many cases are killed. While not usually dangerous to

adults, the Bogeyman will kill anyone who becomes an obstacle to his monstrous desire for

children. 

El Cucuy is an example of a uni-directional narrative, and is the first monster Xicanx

children – that is, Mexican and Mexican-American – are introduced to. Like its European

counterpart the Bogeyman, el Cucuy hides under beds and in closets lying in wait for “bad

children.” When el Cucuy strikes, those children are never seen again. The monster punishes

children deemed to have behaved unacceptably and functions as a super ego to indoctrinate

1 For example, the film Aileen Wuornos: American Boogeywoman directed by Daniel Farrands (2021).
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the youth into social norms. As Karra Shimabukuro (2014) notes, the Bogeyman is used to

“serve as an admonition for acceptable, and unacceptable, behavior” (48). The threat of el

Cucuy is used as a means to reinforce desirable behavior, and Xicanx children are often told

“portate bien o te lleva el cucuy!” (behave or el Cucuy will get you!). As such, el Cucuy

facilitates the transition from childhood to adulthood and loses its significance after one has

made the transition. 

¡El Cucuy! by Joe Hayes (2001) is a notable exception in two ways. First, it is one of

the few written accounts of the oral tale “el Cucuy.” Second, the children are returned to their

father and the story has a happy ending. In this version, the monster abducts two daughters

who did not help their father do farm chores. They are repeatedly called lazy and the father

threatens to call the monster to come take them away. When the girls play a prank with the

laundry and undo the youngest daughter’s work, their father yells “¡Cucuy! ¡Cucuy! Baja

para llevarte a estas malcriadas” (Cucuy! Cucuy! Come and take these spoiled brats.) (Hayes

2001, 10). The monster then takes them away to his cave in the mountains. In one

illustration, we see the two frightened children covered in cactus thorns and cowering in the

cave darkness alone. 

There are two important things to note. First, it is significant that the children

committed no crime or action that would warrant such treatment. Indeed, it seems extremely
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cruel and excessive to give children away to a monster who would presumably kill them for

failing to adhere to the social norms of work. Simply because they played, as children do,

and didn’t want to work, as many of us don’t, they are sentenced to death. Significance,

literally life and death, is given to acceptable behavior and conformity to social expectations.

In this instance, work and expectations of work. ¡El Cucuy! is thereby instructing children

about what is expected of them, and how they should adhere to certain behaviors. Much of

folklore directed at children is concerned with “bringing them up in good moral, humanistic

and educated manners” (Mingazova 2014, 413). The tale of el Cucuy is a typical example of

this function, and concerned with indoctrinating children with acceptable behavior, attitudes,

and social norms.  

Second, the “badness” of the children is viewed as an inherent characteristic, not

simply a bad action or inaction, that can only be corrected through such an extreme measure.

We are told that el Cucuy carries “bad children away” (Hayes 2001, 2). Not those who

behave badly. By the end of the story, after having been rescued by a goat herder, the children

have become “the most polite and helpful girls living in that little town” (Hayes 2001, 18).

Now morally good, such goodness is passed onto future generations who embody goodness.

Such categorical distinctions instruct young readers that if they want to be “good,” they

should adhere to specific expectations of them which will have positive outcomes for those

around them.   

Though this story is intended for children – this version is a picture book for ages 3-8

– it deals with adult themes meant to transition the child audience into adulthood in three

ways. First, social norms are introduced. Children are instructed in behavior that is socially

appropriate, such as helping your family and doing work. These are the behaviors that will

transition them into adult roles fit for their communities.  

Second, consequences for failing to adhere to those norms are introduced: sometimes

very bad things will happen to you if you don’t “behave properly.” The life and death

scenario mimics adult consequences on acceptable behavior. If you fail to adhere to

expectations, you will be unable to function in society and your livelihood will be affected. If

you don’t work, you can’t make a living and feed your family. In extreme cases, failure to

adhere to acceptable behavior can mean death. You may be killed for your action or inaction.

It was only recently in 2005 that Mexico abolished the death penalty, which is still in use in

the United States.   
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Third, children are introduced to the idea of moral kinds. You are either a good person

or a bad person, of a kind, with no in-between. Though versions take on a different

interpretation depending on who is the narrator – some versions are explicitly Christian (bad

children are those who don’t say their prayers) – all versions appeal to an inner “goodness”

not unlike the superego. Some inner quality determines their goodness, and children must

cultivate a positive inner quality through acceptable behavior if they are to avoid

consequences. 

Given that very young children are the audience, it’s difficult to reconcile the fact that

the el Cucuy story deals with abduction and torture for so minor an infraction: dirty laundry.

What is at stake in these stories is the will of society in teaching children to be good so that

they transition to “good adults.” The monster stands in place of social consequences, like

legal institutions, for those who fail to become “good.” While we may think that such

narratives are beyond children – break norms and you will be punished – the monster

facilitates the gradual transition into adulthood by virtue of its pervasive threat. Such lessons

aren’t learned in one sitting or when one becomes an adult. Rather, the acceptance of social

norms occurs over time by the child who listens to the story and then acts as an agent. By

repeating the story, parents act as social monitors who guide the child into acceptable

adulthood. The child, hearing the story, determines how they internalize that narrative and the

influence it will exert on their behavior. Some may completely internalize a social superego

because they believe in the ominous threat of a monster dogging their every move. Others

may be less so inclined and reject the story entirely. Each child is thereby a negotiating agent

when faced with the monster.   

Finally, ¡El Cucuy! is a uni-directional story because of its happy ending. The

children grow up into “good adults,” and such goodness is passed along to future generations.

Because the lesson has been learned and goodness acquired, there is no need to revisit

childhood and relearn lessons by facing the monster a second time. The move from

childhood to adulthood is complete, and without an interruption there is no need to continue

the story. In contrast, we will see that when the children’s story is interrupted, the adult is

forced to continue the story by revisiting childhood in order to face the monster and complete

the transition that moves beyond the monster.  

An early example of a bi-directional transition story is “Der Sandmann” (“The

Sandman”), a short story written by Ernst Theodor Amadeus Hoffman as part of a collection

entitled Die Nachtstücke (The Night Pieces) published in 1817. However, in this
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bi-directional story there is no complete transition into adulthood. The main character,

Nathaniel, begins the story with a letter to his cousin/adopted brother Lothair. In the letter, he

relates a childhood trauma which involves the “Sandman,” whom he has been told throws

sand in the eyes of children who aren’t asleep and plucks out their eyes. Every night he hears

the Sandman go into his father’s room, and eventually hides himself behind a curtain to

satisfy his curiosity. Instead of the Sandman, Nathaniel sees the lawyer Coppelius who is an

associate of his father’s and a loathsome houseguest who enjoys tormenting children. He

observes the pair engaging in an alchemical, perhaps Satanic, experiment. Frightened,

Nathaniel shrieks and thereby exposes his presence. Coppelius assaults him “so that [his]

joints cracked” and threatens to take his eyes but is saved by his father (Hoffmann 1967,

188). He faints and is unconscious with fever for several weeks. A year later, Coppelius

returns and his father dies during another experiment.

In the letter, Nathaniel claims to have seen Coppelius again and this has brought up

this terrible childhood trauma. But as the story unfolds, it’s unclear to the reader whether the

optician Coppola is the same lawyer Coppelius, or if Nathaniel is merely letting his fear of

the Sandman get the best of him. Again and again, Coppelius/Coppola appears and

disappears like the Bogeyman tormenting his victim, and driving Nathaniel insane. He

throws himself off a tower as Coppelius watches below. 

Early in the story we see characteristics of a children’s uni-directional story: warnings

that are meant to guide the child into adulthood and avert disaster. In this case, having one’s

eyes plucked out and being eaten as a punishment for staying up too late and witnessing what

should not be seen. A “good child” is in bed asleep, and definitely not awake spying on

adults.

First, the interruption occurs through the reappearance of Coppelius/Coppola which

precipitates the regression as a triggering event. Trauma carries with it the danger of

re-occurring in the form of triggers and flashbacks. A trigger associated with the trauma pulls

the subject back into the past through their memory of the trauma, which they are forced to

relive – just as the appearance of Coppola has forced Nathaniel to relive his traumatic

memories of Coppelius. 

Second, the narrator takes on a liminal identity as he moves back and forth between

his child self and his present adult self. The second narrative direction, adult regression to

childhood, appears through the epistle form that frames the story as an introspective account

of memory, almost akin to therapeutic journaling in which one revisits one’s past. Letters to
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one’s self is a common exercise in trauma therapy, and Nathaniel’s letters to his cousin read

as though he is talking to himself.

Third, Nathaniel’s trauma is mirrored through the dark side of imagination. As a

child, his imagination made him fearful of the nightly visit from the Sandman for years. As

an adult, his imagination made him fearful again of the Sandman in the form of Coppola who

might possibly be Coppelius/the Sandman. The reader is never quite sure about what

happened or is happening because of the unreliable narrator: is the account accurate, or

exaggerated by a fearful imagination? In both childhood and adulthood, Nathaniel’s

overactive imagination pushed him to compound his trauma. As a child, his dark imagination

made him obsessed with “horrible stories of goblins, witches, dwarfs, and so on” to the point

where he “resolved to make the Sandman’s acquaintance” by hiding in his father’s room

(Hoffmann 1967, 185-186). Similarly, as an adult he thinks that he has again seen Coppelius

in the form of Guiseppe Coppola, though he admits the former was German and the latter is

Italian. This obsession causes him to once again become obsessed with the dark and morbid,

to the point of alienating his fiance and almost dueling with his adopted brother/cousin

Lothair. Nathaniel moves from one obsession to the next, carried by his overactive

imagination. 

This story does not conclude its transition to an acceptable version of adulthood.

Rather, following the regression to childhood, Nathaniel’s obsession causes him to slip into

madness, almost kill his fiance, and jump to his death from the tower. In the crowd watching

is Coppelius. Rather than face the actual monster, Nathaniel becomes entangled in the

monster of his imagination which overwhelmed him in the end. He never got over his

childhood fear of the Sandman and it drove him to insanity and suicide. Not all children’s

stories about encounters with monsters make the full transition into adulthood, and

Hoffman’s story is an excellent example. This kind of bi-directional narrative stops short of

complete transition, and given that the second half of the story had to be written by someone

else (because of Nathaniel’s suicide) illuminates that point. Nathaniel thought that distance

and time was enough, but monsters are not things that can be outrun. In the world of

children’s stories, they must be faced and defeated if one is to internalize the lessons from

that adventure and move forward in life.

A modern interpretation of the bi-directional Bogeyman story is the film Boogeyman
(2005) directed by Stephen Kay. The protagonist Tim as a child witnesses the monster kill his

father and struggles as an adult to come to terms with that trauma. He returns to his
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childhood home after the death of his mother, and faces the Bogeyman after the monster

resurfaces to take more of Tim’s loved ones. There are five phases of the regression narrative

that necessitate a return to childhood: initial trauma, interruption of transition into adulthood,

trapped in childhood, acceptance, and agency.  

In the first phase, Tim’s initial trauma begins before the monster makes its first

appearance. His father tells him the oral tale of the Bogeyman, which frightens Tim to the

point where he is unable to sleep and holds a deep fear of the closet. As a child, he witnesses

his parents fight about it and his father’s response is particularly telling: “It was a story! It

was a warning. My dad did the same thing to me” (Kay 2005). To which his mother replies,

“And look how perfect you turned out. Are you trying to put him in therapy for the rest of his

life?” (Kay 2005). Childhood trauma motivates the arch narrative, and Tim’s trauma is

framed by other childhood trauma of peripheral characters early in the film. Jessica, his

partner, mentions that she almost drowned while learning to swim with her father. A few

scenes later while Tim is walking through a park, a crying mother is interviewed by police as

she cries, “Who would’ve taken him? Who would’ve done this!” (Kay 2005). The audience

is led to believe that her son has only just been abducted.  

The motivation of Tim’s father for scaring his son seems to be twofold. First, to vent

his own frustration and pass along the trauma of the story. His father terrified him, so he feels

justified in terrifying Tim. Second, to “warn” his son. About what is never stated, but if we

take into account the function of transitional stories mentioned earlier, indoctrination, the

audience can deduce it is to help Tim “grow up.” This motivation becomes clear when in a

later scene Tim’s father locks him in a dark crawl space to “get over” his fear of the

Bogeyman and dark closets. The scene implies that the father wants Tim to face his fear so

that he can “grow up” and “be a man.” Such expectations of behavior are typical for young

boys in a hyper masculine society which Tim’s father seems to embody. The father bullies

Tim, belittles him, and forces him into painful situations in order for Tim to fit the standard

of “man.”  

This initial trauma, of being terrorized by his father, is compounded by the father’s

death. This leads to the second phase of interruption. How can Tim embody such behavior,

not being afraid of the dark as adults are not supposed to be, when it becomes reasonable to

fear the dark? Tim’s indoctrination into adulthood is interrupted by his father’s murder by the

Bogeyman. He is unable to get over his fear because there is in fact a reason to be scared of

closets and the dark. 
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Tim’s suspension in childhood is signaled to the audience by the negation of his

experience, the aesthetics of the film, re-occurring symbols, and his relationships

(psychiatrist and mother). Tim is forced to undermine his own experience because he is

repeatedly told that there is no such thing as the Bogeyman. Before being killed, his father

repeatedly tells him “It’s just a story. He’s [the Bogeyman] not real” (Kay 2005). By his

family, friends, and psychiatrist, Tim is gaslighted about his experience and his memory of

the trauma. He is told that he made up the monster as a coping strategy to deal with his father

leaving the family and his mother’s subsequent mental decline. At one point he even tells a

child, “There’s no such thing as the Bogeyman” (Kay 2005). What was once certainty as a

child has now become denial as an adult. Part of the regression story is re-evaluating

memories and trauma from a different perspective. Even if that perspective is complicated by

the symptoms of trauma: nightmares, dissociation, delusion, paranoia, hyper-vigilance,

flashbacks, etc. 

Odd camera angles, shaky footage, and blurred shots mimic the surreality of trauma.

What one sees is through the physiological lens of trauma, and in Tim’s case is compounded

by having his experience undermined. Not only is he seeing through a body with symptoms

of post traumatic stress, because of constant gaslighting he is unable to trust what he

experiences, surreal though it may be. When you can’t trust your interpretation of the world,

especially through the lens of trauma, the world and your experience of it become suspect.

Time and space take on an unreal quality, and this is further highlighted by Tim jumping

both. While at a motel with his partner Jessica, he hears a noise in the closet and upon

opening it suddenly finds himself back at his childhood home. At another point in the movie

he seems to move back and forward in time. Moving back and forth between time and space

mimics the phenomenology of trauma, as one is forced to move back and forth between

present and past trauma through intrusive memories, triggers, and flashbacks. Tim jumps

from one space to the next (motel to childhood home to Kate’s house), back in time and

forward again (past, present, past, present), as he chases the Bogeyman trying to save the

people around him who are also pulled into the nightmare.  

At various points in the film, Tim is forced to relive his trauma. A trigger, such as a

moving shadow or a closet, pulls him back to childhood and those dark circumstances. This

regression is highlighted through symbols of his childhood trauma. A wooden crow is hung

in his childhood bedroom, and while driving back to his mother’s house as an adult a crow

crashes into his windshield. Though twenty-three years old, Tim is pulled back into

childhood and he is forced to look at the world with those child eyes. Other symbols include
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coats and jackets, which gave the Bogeyman its shape the night his father died and become

possible threats as an adult. 

Ghost children taken by the Bogeyman parallel Tim’s experience. Repeatedly they

warn him, “Don’t go to sleep. He’s waiting for you. Don’t go to sleep” (Kay 2005). The

children are forever trapped in darkness as children, forever afraid of the dark and a reminder

to the audience of Tim’s possible fate. Trapped in this child’s mindset, Tim visits the Morrow

Children’s Psychiatric Clinic that he has been visiting for the past fifteen years. Though an

adult, he still visits his childhood psychologist despite his doctor telling him, “Look around

you, there’s only children here” (Kay 2005). The audience is explicitly told that adult Tim is

still trapped in childhood when he has a vision of his dead mother telling him, “You’re a bad

little boy” (Kay 2005). Because Tim has child eyes, he is able to see things that the

surrounding adults dismiss. He rushes to a screaming girl in the clinic and notices something

in the ceiling, the source of her fear, while the other adults are focused on sedating the child.

Both adult Tim and the girl know the monster is there and they feel the same fear, while the

adults in the room are oblivious.   

The fourth phase of acceptance occurs when, upon seeing the Bogeyman take Jessica

from the motel, Tim is reassured of his own narrative. He tells his friend Kate, “Everyone

told me that I was making it up. For fifteen years, ever since my dad left, over and over. But I

was right. I don’t wanna be, but I am” (Kay 2005). This third trauma forces Tim to

re-evaluate the narrative of uncertainty that he was forced to acquire as an adult. He has

accepted what happened, acquired certainty, and aims to do something about it.   

Finally, Tim refuses to let the Bogeyman take anyone else even though he is terrified

and thereby exercises agency. One of the ghost children, Franny, tells him: “My dad was

trying to find me. But he was too scared. He couldn’t face him [Bogeyman]” (Kay 2005).

The implication is that by facing one’s fear, you conquer it. It is not an accident that the

expectation of behavior with which Tim’s father began the tragedy is the method by which

Tim will defeat the Bogeyman. Stunted in his transition to adulthood and held by the fear in

childhood, Tim was unable to complete his transition. To finish that journey, he must

confront his fear of the Bogeyman. Tim accomplishes this task by destroying those very

objects that symbolized the trauma itself: a crow, a jacket, a doll, and a plasma ball. In the

climax, when Tim finally returns to his childhood room, which he has avoided since the night

of his father’s death, he realizes that the Bogeyman manifests through the objects associated

with his own fear. By destroying those objects, Tim confronts the monster and severs the
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connection that has been grounding him in childhood trauma. In the next scene, the room is

empty (a vacuum pulled everything into the closet along with the Bogeyman) and Tim opens

a window to let the light shine into a previously dark space. Symbolically, he has completed

his transition into adulthood by conquering his childhood monster and is now able to move

on. When Kate asks, “Is it over?” (Kay 2005). Tim replies “Yes, it’s over. He’s [the

Bogeyman] not coming back” (Kay 2005). Tim’s transitional story has been completed and

he has moved on, but it took a return to childhood in order for that to happen. Not all

children’s stories end in childhood. Sometimes they take longer to finish. 

In Boogeyman, we can see the three features of the bi-directional story play out in the

five phases of regression. First, Tim’s transition into adulthood is interrupted by multiple

traumas: terrorized by the father and then terrorized by the Bogeyman.  Because of his fear,

he is unable to complete the lesson to be unafraid of the dark, which would mark his

movement towards completing his monster adventure.  Such fear consumes his life to the

extent that even as an adult he is terrified of closets and dark spaces. His adult home has no

closets and even the refrigerator is clear glass with lighting. 

Second, because of that interruption, Tim holds a liminal identity where he has not

completely transitioned. He is always stuck in the trauma of childhood and consumed with

his fear. When staying at Jessica’s family home over a holiday weekend, he checks the closet

and under the bed because he is both the child and the adult for himself. 

Third, the “lesson” to be unafraid of the dark is mirrored in both the transition to

adulthood and the regression to childhood. In childhood, Tim was unable to conquer his fear

and he carried it with him as an adult. As an adult, it was necessary for Tim to return to his

childhood (symbolized by literally returning to his childhood home, specifically his old room

to face the Bogeyman) so that he may learn that lesson and move forward with his life –

unafraid of the dark. 

There are a few potential objections I would like to respond to. First, one might

question that Boogeyman and “The Sandman” are really children’s stories. After all, the

narrator/protagonist in both cases are adults. Second, even if the initial monster story was

intended for children, those children have already made the transition by virtue of being

adults, regardless of their mental states. Third, there may be multiple ways to make such a

transition. It is not clear why in each case the monster must be faced or a certain lesson

learned. Perhaps Nathaniel’s mistake was that he did not move far enough away or have a

good therapist, rather than facing Coppelius the Sandman or overcoming his fearful
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imagination. 

In response to the first objection, I point out that virtually all ostensibly children’s

stories have adult narrators because they are principally written by adults. Even those stories

with child protagonists, let’s say “Hansel and Gretel,” are the adult voice embodied in

childlike trappings. What we are reading is what adults think a child would say, and how they

would respond to a situation they find themselves in because the adult author put them there.

While we may think there are strict distinctions between child and adult characters, perhaps

is it customary for the older one to drink and swear while the younger one not, the line blurs

when we try to make a categorical distinction the same way. Especially when the subject is

urban legends, fairy tales, and folk stories. Many of the Grimm Fairytales have adult themes

like murder; does that make them “adult stories”? Many horror stories have children

protagonists like Stephen King’s (1977) The Shining; does that make them “children’s

stories”? The answers to such questions are beyond the scope of this paper, but given that

each of the stories I’ve presented begin with children in childhood, I propose that they are at

least in part children’s stories. Furthermore, the subject monster the Bogeyman is most

definitely a character in stories told to children, and that renders such stories again at least in

part children’s stories. 

As to the second objection, transitional stories are not narratives about children who

grow up. They are stories in which the protagonist transitions from one state to another. So,

there are transitional stories about adults who undergo drastic changes even though they age

relatively little during the story. For example, in Clive Barker’s The Hellbound Heart the

character Julia sinks into a lust-driven depravity that causes her to murder her husband so

that she can resurrect his brother from hell. While some children’s stories may be about the

biological transition from childhood to adulthood, more often they are about the change of

mental, emotional, and spiritual states in which age is merely correlative. For example, Shira

Chess and Eric Newsom (2015) note that the Slender Man monster targets those in “denial or

delay of adulthood” who reside at the margins of childhood because they have yet to accept

the obligations of adulthood (51). It is the tension between these emotional states, having the

mind of a child and the mind of an adult, that generates the conflict, and not the age between

those states. In the three stories I’ve discussed, the emphasis has been on behavior, fear, and

imagination in regard to transition. In each case, the protagonists would not have been able to

complete their transitions by merely aging. 

For the third objection, I highlight the nature of the lessons to be learned in the
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transitional narratives. In order to overcome the initial trauma and complete the transition,

the protagonists must engage with the initial lesson that was to help them overcome their

obstacles in the first place. For the sisters in ¡El Cucuy!, it was to “be good.” For Nathaniel in

“The Sandman,” he should have let go of his overactive imagination when it led him to dark

places. For Tim in Boogeyman, he needed to face his fear of the dark.  In all three cases, the

only way to complete the transition was to learn such lessons. In the case of Tim and

Nathaniel, it was those specific lessons that they struggled with as adults. That is the nature

of transitional stories. For both the protagonist and the reader, there is something important

that should be done or a moral to the story written into the narrative by the author. In the case

of ¡El Cucuy!, we see the best case scenario when the lesson is learned the first time. In “The

Sandman,” we see what happens when the lesson is never learned.    

The paradigm of bi-directional narratives provides insight into children’s monster

stories that would be overlooked if we stick to a uni-directional model. We see that not only

are children agents in their own monster narratives, but that the line between child and adult

is more blurry than we are led to believe. The bi-directional transitional story can be found

across cultures and media; from Xicanx stories of el Cucuy to the European Bogeyman; from

oral stories to film. As a child, one is introduced to monsters and learns how to navigate

them. However, one is never really done with monsters. In some sense, we are always the

child afraid of the dark and having to face our fears again and again; no matter how old we

get.
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